FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
RICHELIEU CELEBRATES 50 YEARS OF INNOVATION
AT THE KITCHEN AND BATH INDUSTRY SHOW IN LAS VEGAS FEBRUARY 19-21, 2019
Montreal—Richelieu is thrilled to celebrate 50 years of innovation at KBIS in Las Vegas. Through our years of
expertise and industry knowledge, Richelieu has built an extensive range of specialty hardware products for the
Kitchen and Bath Industry. Reaching out to the Architect and Designer community as well as the Woodworking
community, we are proud to share this milestone achievement with our KBIS family.
Visit us at booth #C-9309 to see Richelieu’s latest innovations and learn more about our solutions for creating
spectacular interiors and functional furniture.
From a stunning line of new decorative hardware to the most impressive kitchen storage and organization solutions,
Richelieu responds to market demands for both functional and stylish kitchen and bathroom accessories that you
won’t want to miss!
Here is a taste of what you will see:








New AUTORE & MUSE COLLECTIONS of decorative hardware: two unique and exclusive collections of
luxury hardware sure to make an impression. Boasting beautiful designs and finishes, each pull and knob
offers the utmost in quality craftsmanship and statement-making design that goes beyond trends.
Function meets design with the X-SIGN series: two powerful surface-mount LED lighting fixtures with a
distinctive design and diffuser that guarantees perfect opalescence, a true revolution in the lighting world.
Create the perfect atmosphere, as the dimmer allows you to adjust the light intensity from a super
brightness to a comforting glow depending on your mood. Easy to integrate into multiple designs and ideal
for wall applications or under shelves, these striking fixtures inspire creative lighting designs.
Our newest decorative surface collection, GLAKS panels and doors are super resistant acrylic with glasslike transparency. The Glaks Collection is composed of 100% pure acrylic panels and sheets to which we’ve
added real glass dust. Extremely heavy-duty, highly resistant to shocks, scratches and stains. Glaks panels
are light and extremely sturdy, as luminous as glass and soft to the touch.
Maximize space and increase functionality with a pull-out table or a countertop extension mechanism.
Come see our SLIDE, OPLA-TOP, NAXO, T-ABLE XL and CHEO table mechanisms in action. With our
extension mechanisms, everyone can have versatile, multipurpose furniture ready to convert into spacesaving solutions. From a peninsula table that slides out the side of a kitchen island for easy entertaining to
a countertop that extends offering extra food prep space in seconds. These mechanisms are easily stowed
away when not in use adding flexibility and multi-function to kitchens.









The STRAIGHTLINE modular wood divider system provides the most flexibility to organize drawers by
combining highly functional and stylish trays, dividers, boxes, and holders, offered in rich tones of birch and
walnut with an elegant woodgrain texture. Create custom configurations for different needs. Each
component can be rearranged to accommodate a specific application. Simply unclip and move the boxes,
trays and dividers into new positions for a brand new arrangement when needed.
The QANTO Corner Cabinet System is the ultimate solution for optimum space planning and maximum
corner cabinet storage organization. At the push of a button, the interior cabinet rises from inside the
cabinet, displaying the contents in full view and making everything easily accessible and effortless. Push the
same button to make contents descend back inside the cabinet.
The LIBERTA modular open-shelving system is composed of easy-to-assemble connectors and profiles. This
system allows you to design highly versatile modular structures for open shelving and other storage
solutions easily integrated into many residential and commercial design projects.
FIORO stylish pull-out shelves combine high-quality metal shelves with oak front panels and side rails.
Cabinet interiors are now as stylish on the inside as they are on the outside, with the added benefit of being
highly functional by providing homeowners with total accessibility.

Stop by the Richelieu booth #C-9309 to see these products first-hand and speak to one of our representatives. We
look forward to seeing you at KBIS 2019!
All these products and more are available on our website at Richelieu.com.
Richelieu is a leading distributor, importer and manufacturer of specialty hardware and complementary products for
over 50 years. Offering a broad mix of more than 110,000 products sourced from suppliers around the world,
Richelieu serves a customer base of more than 80,000 manufacturers and retailers through a network of 70 centers
across North America and a high-performance e-commerce website. Richelieu remains at the forefront of design,
style and innovation for 21st-century lifestyles.
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